
Comparing methods

Synthetic random graph matching
A pair of synthetic graphs which contain outliers and deformations
Each graph has randomly assigned attributes with different variances.
Each test is iterated 100 times

Comparing methods
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

RRWM: Cho et al., ECCV’10
SM: Leordeanu & Hebert, ICCV’05
IPFP: Leordeanu & Hebert, ICCV’09

FGM: Zhou et al., CVPR’12
MPM: Cho et al., CVPR’14
GAGM: Gold & Rangarajan PAMI’96

Second best
Best

MLRWM (10/10) RRWM (8/10) MPM (7/10) SM (7/10)

MLRWM (10/10) RRWM (10/10) MPM (7/10) SM (5/10)

MLRWM (9/10) RRWM (8/10) MPM (6/10) SM (3/10)

MLRWM (9/10) RRWM (7/10) MPM (2/10) SM (5/10)

MLRWM (9/10) RRWM (8/10) MPM (8/10) SM (6/10)

Real image matching
WILLOW dataset (5 categories: face, motorbike, car, duck, winebottle)
Appearance attributes: SIFT descriptor difference, color histogram difference
Geometric attributes: relative distance histogram, relative angular histogram
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Deformation experiments Outlier experiments Attribute experiments

Multi-attributed Graph Matching with Multi-layer Random Walks

Multi-layer structure for multiple attributes
Adopting the multi-layer structure to preserve each attribute information.
Multiple attributes are embedded in multiple layers respectively, and the layers are 
closely linked to each other.

Advantages
Characteristics of each attribute can be preserved.
Relationships among attributes can be defined adaptively.
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MAIN IDEA

Graph matching
Graph matching is the process of finding the correspondence or mapping between 
nodes of two graphs which best preserves attributes of both nodes and edges.
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP)

Problem statement
A single attribute is not capable of representing complex properties of image contents.
Integrating multiple attributes can cause oversimplification and overfitting!
How can we consider multiple attributes while preserving their characteristics?
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MOTIVATION

= max
. . 0,1 , 1, 1

: binary assignment vector, : affinity matrix

Formulation
The Multi-layer association graph structure , , is represented as a 
rank-4 adjacency tensor form.

The tensor can be unfolded to a rank-2 adjacency tensor (matrix).
The multi-attributed graph matching problem can be formulated as a QAP.
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PROPOSED METHOD: Multi-layer graph structure

— : vertex (matching candidate)— ;; , ;; : edge (intra-layer or inter-layer edge)

= max
. . 0,1 , 1, 1

: binary assignment tensor × 1
: Supra-adjacency matrix ×

Key concept
The multi-attributed graph matching problem can be solved by computing the 
random walk centrality of the proposed multi-layer association graph.

Multi-layer random walk graph matching (MLRWM)

Affinity-preserving random walking (APRW): Generate next distribution 
according to transition probability (described in the supra-transition matrix ).
Reweighting for each layer: Apply inflation and bistochastic normalization 
process to encourage the one-to-one matching constraints for each layer.
Layer importance computation: Estimate reliability of each layer by computing 
amount of change during the reweighting process.
Integration & Diffusion: Remove contradiction among the multiple reweighted 
distributions.
Reweighting jump: Merge reweighted distribution and distribution of APRW.
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PROPOSED METHOD: Multi-layer random walk matching

Experiments Varied parameter Fixed parameters
Deformation = 0 0.3 = 5,10, = 10, = 2
Outlier = 0 10 = 5,10, = 10, = 0.1
Attributes = 4 20 = 10, = 2, = 0.2
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